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Preface

Exactly one year ago the different graduation
studios were presented and the question arose:
“Which studio do I choose”. This was not a very
tough decision to make, because all of my
personal interests were captured in one specific
studio: “De Centrale Gent”. One of the elements
which triggered my interests was the location of
the studio, the Belgian city Gent. On a personal
level I have always been connected with
Belgium. Growing up in Maastricht in the south
of the Netherlands I have visited the country
many times, and was always fascinated by the
Belgian urban context, and the extreme variety
in architecture. When I visited the city of Gent
for the first time, I was immediately intrigued.
The combination of historical buildings, the
industrial character, the canals and the cultural
atmosphere in this city are absorbing.

Working together with a new group of people
with all different qualities and ambitions was
helpful and pleasant. Therefore many thanks
to my colleague-students. Besides them I want
to thank my tutors for a year of tutoring and
sharing knowledge on varying subjects: Sjef van
Hoof, Zeeshan Ahmed, Barbara Kuit and Juliette
Bekkering.

The chance to design a building in this city
therefore drove me to choose this studio. On the
other hand this unknown feature was presented
as an important element in the studio, namely
the technique of 3D-concrete printing. The
combination of an innovative technique and
the potential of working with materials and
constructing real life artifacts fitted perfect with
my ambitions.
Besides the location and this new technique
the most fascination about this studio was
the question, “how are these two topics
connected?” It has been an inspiring year
looking for the answer to this question, studying
different aspects of architecture. 		
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Abstract

In 1968 the Belgian architect Renaat Braem
wrote the article: The ugliest country in the
world, about his own country, Belgium. In this
article Braem criticized Belgian architecture
and urban planning and presented several
intervention to save Belgium from its
architectural downfall. These interventions
manly derived from his critique on Belgium’s
individual approach. This article was an
inspiration to research this approach, and
determine the architectural identity of
Belgium. Besides that the research investigates
the potentials of the modern construction
technique 3D concrete printing to realize
unique architecture. The research is based on
the following questions: (1) what is the Belgian
Approach and how can it be adapted in a design
approach? (2) how can 3D concrete printing
help to realize unique architecture?
In order to define the architectural identity, the
Belgian identity is characterized. By researching
the historical context and doing a literature
review on Belgian culture certain characteristic
are found. Such as their revolutionary character
and craving for independency. Besides that
in Belgium and in Belgian-society a certain
amount of collectivity is recognized. On the
other hand a strong individualism is perceived,
and represented by Belgian architecture.
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To indicate the influence of cultural and
historical events on architecture, three
architects and three of their important
projects are studied. The influences of the
industrialization and cultural transitions in the
end of the 19th century are characterized by the
Art-Nouveau architecture of Victor Horta. The
effects of the first world war and the influences
of German architecture are characterized by
the modernistic architecture of Henry van de
Velde in the Inter-bellum. A reaction to this
modernistic architecture and simplification of
design is characterized by the work of Stéphane
Beel in the end of the 20th century. What these
architects all have in common is the importance
and pureness of materials in their design.
The essence of materiality in design is
researched and applied in the Belgian city Gent
by studying the technique of 3D-concrete
printing. By testing and applying two variants of
3D-concrete printed designs, the possibilities
of this technique are tested. A design with
a method of a specific panel-system, and a
method of a monolith design. Both methods
resulted in different elements which are
implemented in a design of a transformation of
a building block in Gent.
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Introduction

Gent
The city of Gent is known for varierty of
architecture from different time periods. Many
of these periods and the resulting architecture
is characterized by trading and industry. In
the 13th century Gent was the second largest
city in Northern Europe and it was connected
to many cities in Europe. The character of a
trading and production city was extended in the
19th century, due to development of the textile
industry. As well in the middle ages as in the
19th century, the waterways in Gent played an
important role in the infrastructure. It was in the
19th century the harbor docks were build. These
periods of economical wealth and industrial
growth, resulted in a city characterized by
varying architecture with waterways all across
the city.
A neighborhood which meets these
characteristics explicitly, is the neighborhood
Sluizeken Tolhuis Ham, in the Northern part
of the city center. This neighborhood is close
to the old harbor docks and has multiple
industrial sites in and around the building
blocks. Nevertheless because of extensions
of the harbor in the North of the city, and the
shutdown of industries in the neighborhood,
the active industrial usage disappeared, but the
urban context is maintained. Besides the old
docks, one of the most dominating elements in
this neighborhood is an electricity power plant,
“De Centrale”. The municipality of Gent has
plans to develop the old harbor area in to a new
residential, leisure and business area. Because
of these plans, the neighborhood Sluizeken
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Tolhuis Ham, which is located in between the
historical city center and the harbor area,
becomes also an area of interest. However the
architectural result of years of development
may form an obstacle in this interest. This
because the combination of residential and
industrial buildings in the neighborhood.

3DCP
200 years after the industrial revolution, the
combination of industrial techniques and
architecture is still relevant. One of the most
recent developments is the technique of 3D
concrete printing. The university of Eindhoven
built its own printer with the combination of a
robot used for CNC-milling and a pump used
on the construction site. In collaboration with a
cement producer a material is developed with
similar material properties as concrete, but
with smaller aggregates and therefore usable
for printing. The ambition is set to develop
the technique of printing to automate the
construction phase and reduce the costs. In
order to do this two main goals are set: the first
is to achieve a similar level of safety as regular
concrete. Therefore research is done to test the
structural quality of the material. The second
goal is to achieve more unique and varying
architecture by applying the technique of 3D
concrete printing.

Besides the industrial aspect, which is
characteristic for the city of Gent and
the technique of 3D printing, also other
characteristics are found which connect
both. The printing technique can be used
to create structural elements, but with a
certain aesthetical appearance. Therefore the
technique can be used in varying applications. A
material which is used for varying application in
Gent is the Belgian bluestone. This natural stone
is used for structural elements, decoration of
facades and the pavement in the streets. 3D
printed concrete can be seen as a contemporary
replacer of this material. On the other hand
Gent is known for its variety of architecture.
Not only public buildings from different time
periods, but also the residential architecture
is characterized by its uniqueness. A similar
variety in architecture can be achieved with the
use of 3D concrete printing.
The main research questions are therefore:

“How can the neighborhood Tolhuis Sluizeken
Ham be developed in to a connecting area
between the new harbor docks and the old
city center, and relate to the architectural,
historical and cultural identity of the city of
Gent? “
“How can 3D concrete printing contribute to
this development, and what improvement
of this technique need to be researched in
order to follow the principles of architectural
design? “

To answer these question a collective research is
done by multiple groups. On the other hand on
an individual level these questions are specified
with the following two research questions:

“What is the Belgian Approach, what is the
underlying thought and how can it be adapted
in a design approach? “
“How can 3D concrete printing help to design
and manufacture/construct in a systematic
way but to realize unique architecture?”

Methodology
The collective research on the city of Gent and
the potentials of 3D concrete printing is done
by a group of three individuals. The theme
for the research on 3D-concrete printing was
“Joints”. A research on how printed panels can
be connected with a specific type of joint. This
research was practiced by designing a small
artifact and applying the researched joint in
this design. Besides that knowledge about
the printing process was gained by printing
weekly. The research on Gent and the specific
neighborhood is done by the same group, again
with a specific theme, “Infrastructure”. With this
same group also three building blocks of the
neighborhood are studied on varying themes.
Finally the researched done on a city level, a
neighborhood level and a building block level, is
concluded with the design of a master plan for
the neighborhood.

After the collective research an individual
research is done on the Belgian approach by the
following structure:
(1) Defining the Belgian Identity, based on
researching the historical context of Belgium.
(2) Defining the Belgian Identity by doing a
literature review on Belgian culture and the
differences with the Dutch culture.
(3) Studying three Belgian architects and their
designs of different periods, and relate this
study to the Belgian identity.
(4) Translate the gained knowledge on the
Belgian (Architectural) identity into a designapproach and apply in the neighborhood Tolhuis
Sluizeken Ham.
(5) Apply the group research on 3D concrete
printing in this design and explore other possible
design applications of 3D concrete printing.
(6) Develop the design of a building block in the
neighborhood on a more detailed level.
Based on the theoretical and practical research
conclusions a drawn on what the Belgian
identity is and how it is related to Belgian
architecture. Besides that a design approach
is formulated on how new architecture can be
applied in Gent, and how 3D concrete printed
can be implemented in this context.
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Part I

Inspired by Chaos
Inspired by chaos. This can be seen as the
origin of the research. With the knowledge
and experience of the build environment of
The Netherlands, the build environment of
our Southern neighbors, seems rather chaotic
and unorganized. From this first impression
the question arose, if this is all the result of
a difference of approach?, a difference of
development strategy?, or a difference in
culture, in identity? This last hypothesis seems
more reasonable as an explanation. Therefore
the original research question:

“What is the Belgian approach, what is
the underlying thought, and how can it be
adapted in a design strategy?”
Can be reformulated as:

“What is the Belgian (architectural) identity,
and how can it be adapted in a design
strategy?”

A typical example of the charming, but chaotic
Belgian build-environment.

What is the relation between society and
architecture? To answer that question, the
article of Renaat Braem “Het Lelijkste Land
ter Wereld” (The Ugliest Country in the World)
written in 1968, is used as a foundation.

Organized Chaos
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The Ugliest Country in the World
According to Renaat Braem architecture and
urbanism are instruments to emancipate and
socialize the people. In other words, architecture
is a reflection of society. The Belgian
architecture and therefore the Belgian society
is by Braem described as an “insane sewed
patchwork quilt”. He states that the disorder
of urbanism or the absence of planning and
organization which resulted in a desultory build
environment, a cacophony of shapes, that is
what makes Belgium the ugliest country in the
world. The reason for all this madness is based
on the production-economy, where profit and
production are the only goals, which damages
cultural development. Not only that, but also
meaningless tourism and relaxation of any
kind, are more important than mind-enhancing
relaxation, varied cultural development,
and beauty and style. Because of this chaos
of consumerism, true culture is seen as an
impossibility. Therefore Braem states that the
Flemish culture is expected to disappear.
As said, the liberal economy, is one of the
reasons for the lack of culture and all the
“Ugliness”. A growing material prosperity,
financing of industry and private housing
initiatives. These initiatives are the result of
the law introduced by Alfred de Taeye in 1948,
to prevent housing collectives, and stimulate
Belgiums to build their own house. According to
Braem this law lead to an addiction which was
never as deep and effective.

Besides the political and economical reasons,
one of the most important problems, which in
a certain matter is a result from these reasons,
is the strong individualism. A lack of socialism.
This lack of socialism in combination with the
problematic build environment, causes isolation
of humanity, and forces people to function on
their own. Braem offers the solution to free the
Belgian from their outdated way of thinking, and
their lack of national and social solidarity. In order
to do this, Flanders needs to be considered as
a unity, where all elements are connected, on a
ethical, esthetical and a social level.
This solution is an absolute renewal of mindset
and habits. A complete renewal on a social,
cultural and religious level. Not only is socialism
and collectivism necessary in society, also in the
build environment. As Braem suggests to collect
and group all building plots, and start unions. Get
rid of individual ownership and start collectives,
organized and controlled by the government.
The article of Renaat Braem raised multiple
questions:

Is Belgium still the Ugliest Country in the
World?
Is all Architecture in Belgium part of this
“Ugliness”?
Is it all caused by economics, politics and
individuality?
Is it not all part of the Belgian identity?

14
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In order to find the answers to these questions,
a research on the Belgian identity and Belgian
Architecture is done. To define the Belgian
identity, important periods in Belgian history are
researched. These periods not only influenced
Belgian society, but also the architectural and
artistic development. Therefore an architectural
analyses is done of three architects and three of
their designs, related to these important periods
in history. Finally a brief literature study is done
to define the contemporary Belgian culture and
identity.

An illustration of the “Ugliest Country in the World”
and the transition to Braems ideal build-environment.
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Historical Context

The Belgium Revolution
The first historical event which can be seen as
the “birth” of the Belgium nation as we know it
today, is the Belgian revolution in 1830. This was
the resistance of the Belgium society against
King Willem I of The Netherlands. The revolution
in Paris in 1830 of the middle class against King
Karel X, had an impact in the rest of Europe
and influenced a revolutionary atmosphere.
Varying resistances in Europe were inspired
by the events in Paris, also in The Netherlands.
In Brussels a small riot started after a play of
La Muette de Portici, an opera about the up
stand in Naples against the Spanish occupation.
The movement in Brussels starts a riot at the
newspaper Le National, which is supported by
the government, and multiple weapon factories
are burglarized. In the morning the French flag
is lifted on the city hall, as the movement is
inspired by the events in Paris. However the
flag is replaced by the three-colored flag of
the Brabant revolution, black-yellow-red. A
revolution against the Austrian emperor in 1780.
The disorder in Brussels evolved in total chaos,
all authority is completely lost. Prince Frederik
starts with negotiations to save lives and to save
the capital. After four days of fighting between
the resistance and the government-army, the
army broke and a revolutionary government
was formed. Although 1800 members of the
resistance died, and 1300 of the army. The
people of the resistance are mostly people of
the middle class, and a few intellectuals. The
character of Flemish and the Walloons played
an important role in the revolution. As the
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Walloons were seen as more energetic and the
Flemish as thoughtful. Therefore the Flemish
areas, Antwerp and Limburg responded slower
to the events in Brussels than the Walloon areas
Brabant, Liege and Namen. Different aspects
influenced the unrest in the country which may
have led to the resistance. One of these aspects
is the misgivings of the Catholic church in
Flanders against the Protestant king.

The town hall of Brussels, where the Revolution

Independency of the Dutch king, the main goal of the

started.

Belgium Revolution.

Inequalities
Another aspect was the language-politics of
King Willem, to force the Dutch language as the
official language in the country. This triggered
a resistance of the French speaking, and also in
the Flemish areas. This because it was forced
by the North and therefore incorrect. The
bilingualism not only caused friction between
the Dutch and the Belgians, also between
the Flemish and the Walloons. Even after the
formation of an independent Belgium state,
this friction continued. As the French language
was the most dominant in publications and the
intellectual scene.
Besides inequality in language, also political,
social, economical and cultural inequalities
were present, and argue the backwardness of
the Flemish in the 19th century. The amount of
people living in cities instead of the countryside,
the amount of non-intellectuals, the amount
of illiterates, the amount of criminals, and even
the amount of people who were sentenced
to death. All different themes the Flemish
dominated. In the end of the 19th century the
inequalities have become smaller, there is a
Flemish theater build and in 1886 the Royal
Flemish academy is founded, and the amount of
Dutch publications has increased.

The strong division of the country and inequalities of
Walloons and Flemish.

The Flemish movement
As a reaction to the Belgium revolution The
Flemish movement arose, a collective of
Flemish who fought for equality of the Flemish
people in Belgium. The movement started
as a collective of writers, as a reaction to the
Frenchification of Brussels. Later the movement
spread wider among society and different
classes, fighting for emancipation and equality.
Cultural philosopher Max Lamberty wrote two
books on the Flemish movement. The following
quote describes the movement and the context:

“The resistance of the Flemish people was
a long and slow process, balancing between
hope and despair, humiliation, backwardness
and paternalism to achieve self-justification
and recognition of the first principles of selfgovernance on a cultural level.“
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Industrialization
It was not until the closing of the coalmines,
followed up by closings in the steel industry
and a large economical crisis in the late 20th
century, Wallonia lost its dominating Industrial
and developed character in Belgium. The
industrialization in Wallonia was leading in
Europe and rapidly increased in the 19th century.
Steel-industries, coalmines, glass-industry,
but also gas, oil and electricity-production. An
import aspect of the industrial development
was the construction of the railroads in Belgium
since 1834. Four years after the revolution.
Not only influenced the industrialization
Belgium on an economical level, but also on a
cultural and artistic level. The industrial working
class resulted in a socialistic community, which
had a dominant role in Belgium society. On the
other hand a renewal took place on a religious
level, as the Catholic church lost its power. Anticonservatism grew in 19th century Belgium as a
result of the rapid movements. The combination
of industrialization and anti-conservatism is
clearly recognizable in the artistic movement
Art-Nouveau, born in Brussels and strongly
represented by architects Victor Horta and
Henry van de Velde.
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The rapid industrialization in Belgium lead to a
socialistic community and to developments in arts
and architecture.

Steel factory in Liege.
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James Ensor
Another reaction to cultural developments
in late 19th century Belgium was expressed
by the painter James Ensor. Although
the industrialization, the tension between
Walloon and Flemish, political and economical
inequalities and socialism were main themes in
Ensors paintings, his topicality was not rewarded
at that time. It was not until the 1920’s he finally
gained success. The following paintings and
drawings show Ensors critical reflections on
Belgian society of the 19th century.

For example: “Movement Flamand” (The
Flemish Movement), “Les XX” ( A Belgian artist
collective, Ensor was part of, although they did
not expose his work very often), “Salut Jesus
Rois des Juifs” (Salut Jesus, king of the Jews),
“Charcutiers de Jerusalem” (The butchers from
Jerusalem). This drawing of a religious event
is used by Ensor to express his critique, rather
than accentuate the religious character.

Doctrinaire Spijziging (Dogmatist Feeding)

In this painting Ensor again uses a religious
event to show his critique. The painting
represents the entry of Christ in Brussels,
surrounded by a carnival procession, filled
with fanfares and clowns. The leader of the
marching band is the atheist Emile Littré,
wearing a bishops garb. The representation
of Littrés in combination with the colorful
fantasy world shows that Ensor again wants to
comment on the time period, rather than just
showing the biblical event. Ensor sees himself
similar as Litttré and Jesus, as an innovator, a
revolutionary anarchist. Similar to his drawing
The Entry of Christ he uses flags and banners
for statements, for example: “Vive La Sociale”
(Long live the social progress), “Fanfares
Doctrinaires Toujours Reussis”( The endless
successful Fanfares of the sovereignty of the
state).

This etching is a disrespectful caricature which
represents Ensors mistrust in the government.
The etching shows King Leopold II and the two
leading parties of that time, the Liberal party
and the Catholic church. It is not only how
Ensor represents the leaders, but also how he
represents the people in a ridiculous and tragic
way. As they accept the situation, their faith.

De intocht van Christus (The Entry of Christ)
In this drawing Ensor expresses his critical
reflection on society on a political and personal
level, in a very clear way. He draws different
epigrams on flags and banners, with statements
on different topics.
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De Intocht van Christus in Brussel (The Entry
of Christ in Brussels)

Ensor often paints, draws crowds to represent
the position of the individual in society. Inspired
by the story of Edgar Allan Poe, The Man in
the Crowd, were the crowd is the collective of
individuals who only care about themselves,
and independently of each other move
together. He also uses the crowds to react on
his own position in society. The heartless, rough
and blind crowd, as a contrast to the selfconscious artist and intellectual. On the other
hand, according to the German art-historian
Wilhelm Fraenger, Ensor was afraid to become
completely isolated and lose his own identity as
an artist. Ensor often creates strong dynamics
by contrasting order and disorder, formation
and chaos.

The described etching, drawing and painting of
James Ensor, Dogmatist Feeding (Top left) The
Entry of Christ (Top right) and The Entry of Christ in
Brussels (Bottom left).
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First World War
Similar to all other countries in Europe the First
and Second World War had a major impact in
Belgium. However Belgium was Neutral during
the First World War, similar as The Netherlands,
the country had a strategic location. The
German route to France crossed the Belgium
border, which resulted in destruction of the
country. Also on a cultural level the First World
War had a major influence. A quote of Max
Lamberty describes this influence well :

“The largest characterizations of history are
often related to large military events. It is
because of these events that in a relatively
short time phrase, a lot is broken down and
rebuild.“

Modernism Inter-bellum
After the First World War, a craving of
renewal was recognized in art-scenes, and in
architecture. The effects of the war and the
Zeitgeist are recognized in Modernistic designs,
based on functionalism, lifetime and the users
needs. Looking closers at the work of Victor
Horta and Henry van de Velde, their decorated
and colorful designs of the Art-nouveau period,
changed for modernistic and simplified designs.
This renewing character was expressed by
different artists of the Avant-Garde.
Also in this period of artistic development, the
diversion between Wallonia and Flanders was
notable.
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The definition Flemish and Walloon were
important for determining identity in the
Inter-bellum. Wallonia of that time period can
be seen as the main area of modernism. As
the area developed in the 19th century as the
second industrial region in the world. The
mining-industry was located in the countryside
of Walloon, therefore this was the economical
center of the region. Compared to Walloon,
the contrast between the countryside and
the city was in Flanders more dominant. The
modernistic influences therefore created an
even larger gap between the countryside and
the city during the inter-bellum.
These differences in identities were recognized
in the different painted-art-scenes of that
time. In Walloon the art was characterized by a
modern, surrealistic world vision. In Flanders the
art was characterized by nostalgia in a dissident
way, surrealism focused on the past.

Belgian Front during the First World War.
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Second World War

De Taeye

For the second time Belgium was attacked
and concurred by the Germans, during the
First World War the largest part of the county
was occupied, during the Second World War,
the entire country was occupied. Both times
the occupation lasted for four years. However
a difference between both periods was the
political intensions of the Germans and their
methods and systems of occupying and
governing. An important aspect of the war
which influenced the difference between
Walloons and Flemish, was the Flemish
collaboration. Important people of the Flemish
movement had worked together with the
Germans.

After the Second World War, Belgium was the
first European country to choose for a liberal
economy, similar as the American model: “The
Affluent Society”. The Belgium government laid
down a completely free market economy. This
climate was stimulating for the development
of the private-initiative. Public resources were
invested in fundings and bonuses to encourage
individual economical activities.
This resulted from the 1948 Law De Taeye;
fundings for individual economical activity. This
was an initiative of the Christian Civil Party.
This party had a very anti socialistic policy and
wanted to prevent that families had to live in
housing complexes. Their housing policies were
based on spatial de-centralization, by spreading
individual houses. All building enthusiasts
were stimulated to build their own house on
whatever location. As long as it was accessible
by the public roads.
This private initiative barely experienced
any urban legislations, in contrast with the
Netherlands, who have a tradition of spatial
planning for centuries. This spatial planning was
considered to be an assault on private property,
instead of a matter of public sake, by the
Belgium liberal tradition. In 1962 a new law was
introduced considering urbanism and spatial
planning. In 1980 this law was for the first time
stated in the form of the Flemish-Regions-plan,
which consisted of 25 individual plans. In 1995
coordination of these plans was started.
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Part II

Belgian Identity

A Literature review
The identity of a country of region is not only
defined by the historical context. Also certain
habits, traditions or other cultural elements
determine this identity. Therefore multiple
literature is reviewed to define these elements.
For clarification of Belgium culture, in many
of the literature a comparison is made with
the Dutch culture. This because they are
neighboring countries, and they often seem as
similar cultures, based on language and history.
Nevertheless many differences are recognized.
One characteristic which is mention is the fact
that Belgium are very reticent. They are not very
open for contact with people other than their
close family and friends. Neighbors, strangers
or foreigners will not very often visit a Belgian
home. Greeting strangers on the streets results
in suspicion, rather than openness. During
conversations with strangers a Belgian is very
polite, however, what will be said, and what is
thought might be two separate things. Getting
to know what they are truly thinking, is hard to
find out. During direct confrontations they often
wisely stay silent. Compared to the Belgians
the Dutch on the other hand are more open
for contact with strangers. Probably because
they are less suspicious than the Belgians.
Another possible reason can be found in the
context of the build environment. Characteristic
for Belgium urban environment is the ribbon
development. Long streets with heavy traffic
connecting towns, built up on both sides. Often
with detached houses. Therefore social contact
in these kind of environments is less convenient.
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The ribbon development, typical for Belgium
Urban-planning, and possibly an obstruction of social
contact.

Another remarkable difference between
the Dutch culture and the Belgian culture, is
represented by the difference in food-culture.
The Dutch food-culture is often seen, especially
by the Belgians, as very simple and sparse. This
simplicity in food, and also other elements, in
Dutch culture is probably the result from the
Calvinism, a branch of Protestantism, which was
a dominant religion in the Northern parts of the
Netherlands. This Calvinism required a minimal
attitude to life. Because of this the Dutch vary
from the Belgians in the extensity of their
food-culture, but also the car they drive, and the
house they live in.

The unity of architecture of residential houses
is typical for the Netherlands, particularly
in comparison with the Belgian residentialarchitecture. The difference in culture are
also represented by the fact that Belgian find
expensive brands of more value, than the Dutch.
Not only is this related to the more extensive
attitude, but also to avoids any risks. Belgian do
not like insecurity, and an expensive brand often
ensures quality, therefore trust. On the other
hand expensive brands represent success and
well-being.

One important difference between the Dutch
and the Belgians which is notable on many
different levels, is their approach on solving
problems and their planning-systems. The
Belgians are more seen as resourceful and
the Dutch as planners. This Belgian approach
is clearly recognizable in the Belgian roads.
Once Belgium had the most advanced roadsystem of Europe, however these roads now
often look very damaged. This is because the
government does not plan maintenance, but fix
the problems in the road as they occur. Besides
that if the problems in the roads are fixed, this
solution is not long-lasting. Developing a plan
of action and a structural solution, would be a
better approach. However this is not how the
Belgians act.
This resourceful approach is also clearly
recognizable on a smaller scale level, private
houses. As said before, many Belgians built
and design their own houses. However after
a certain while, the space requirements of
the user do not fit any more with the design.
Therefore an additional building is built. Often
in a completely different style, mismatching
the main building. This process of adding new
volumes to the main house, repeats itself
multiple times, a small building volume added
to a larger building volume added to the main
building. All buildings in different styles and
materials. This is all the result the approach, of
solving a problem as it occurs.

House extensions represent the Belgian approach.

The preference of brands in Belgium.
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Part III

Architectural Identity

Introduction
As Renaat Braem stated, architecture is a
reflection of society, as it represents cultural
elements. Architecture relates to its context on
multiple levels, rather than just the aesthetical. It
relates to the historical development of a region
and to the perception of society of a certain
time period. Therefore it can be stated that the
architectural identity of a country or region is
part of the overall identity of that country or
region. In the first part of the research this overall
identity of Belgium is determined based on the
historical context, and the comparison of varying
Belgian characteristic, with the characteristics of
the Dutch. This research showed how multiple
developments in a certain time period are
related. Such as industrial, economical, politicaldevelopments are related to developments in
cultural expressions like arts and architecture.
The relation between architecture and these
historical developments in Belgian society is
further researched, based on three important
time periods in Belgian history.

Of each time period a specific architect, and
three of his design, are researched. The first time
period is the end of the 19th century. As said
before, in this period the Art-Nouveau arose,
as a result of the fast industrial developments
in the country, in combination with the youngminded society, driven by socialism and anticonservatism. New techniques, materials and
design-approaches are dominating for the ArtNouveau. As the Art-Nouveau was founded in
Belgium, two architects are seen as the founding
architects, Victor Horta and Henry van de Velde.
Both architects are researched, Horta for the first
time-period, Van de Velde for the second, the
period of the Inter-bellum. Not only was Henry
van de Velde important for the development of
the Art-Nouveau, he was also very important
for the development of Modernistic architecture
in Germany and Belgium. He moved to the
Germany in the beginning of the 20th century,
this is where he developed a new kind of
architecture. After the First World War, van de
Velde moved back to Belgium and introduced this
new type of architecture. The inter-bellum is an
important time-period in Belgian, and European,
history. Because of the fast developments on
multiple levels.

The last period which is researched is the end
of the 20th century. As said in 1980, and in 1995
new laws were introduced in Belgium focused
on Urban-planning and architecture. This ended
the long period of lawless individual housing
development. In this period a new architectural
movement arose, called the new simplicity. This
movement was a reaction to the modernistic
architecture of the early 20th century. Based
on pure and necessary design. One of the
most representative Belgian architects of this
movement is Stéphane Beel. The following
designs of these three architects are analyzed
and researched:
Victor Horta: Hotel Tassel, Private House and
Atelier, Maison du Peuple
Henry van de Velde: House Cohen, House de
Bodt, Book Tower
Stéphane Beel: Villa P in R, Villa M in Z, Roger
Raveel Museum
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Victor Horta
Henry van de Velde
Stéphane Beel

Hotel Tassel Victor Horta.
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Victor Horta was born in Ghent, however not
many of his buildings are realized in this city.
After his father’s death he moved to Brussels,
the city where most of his buildings are realized.
Brussels is also the city where he studied
on the academy of fine arts. Such as many
architects in that period, Horta tried to escape
from everything he learned in the academy
after graduation. Learning new things, and
experimenting with the unknown. In order to
do this, many architects, including Horta went
abroad. Another method was to investigate
local history, which resulted in the Flemish
Renaissance, or combine different styles,
resulting in eclecticism.
The first individual project of Horta, three
private houses, was realized in Ghent. When
a fourth house was offered, Horta refused
and went back to his first employer and tutor,
Alphonse Balat. Horta figured he was not ready
to be an architect yet, and needed to learn
more. In 1890 Horta was offered a project by
Henri van Cutsem, a rich art collector, who
supported many young Belgium artist, such
as James Ensor and Paul Hankar. This project
was the transformation and extension of the
house of Cutsem, with a gallery for his private
collection. The design and construction of this
gallery really influenced Horta’s later design
of private houses. This because of the use of
zenithal light, by glass roof domes. Besides
the use of roof domes for zenithal light, also
the use of steel and glass in private houses
were knew features, Horta introduced with his

design. The world exhibition in Paris inspired
Horta to introduce these industrial materials in
private houses. This immediate application of
scientific techniques and industrial discoveries,
is constantly recognizable in Horta’s designs.
Not only the use of glass and steel, but also the
new industrial material cast- iron. On the other
hand Horta used many material to express
luxury in his designs. He used Euville whitestone
to cover complete designs, instead of plastered
brickwork, which was more common. He often
paid for these expressive materials with his
honorarium.

An important aspect of Horta’s design strategy
is the design of the facades. Horta truly
believed the design of the façade resulted
from the floor plans and sections. With this
strategy he broke a tradition of undifferentiated
facades, being designed separately from the
rest of the building, or which do not meet the
requirements of the end-user. Another element
he introduced in his façade designs was the
successful connection between the plinth and
the sidewalk.

Roof lights in the Cutsem Museum for zenithal light.
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Hotel Tassel
House Tassel in Brussels, is the first design Horta
really innovated, and implemented different
new techniques, and his ideas. The design is
seen as the starting point of the Art Nouveau
in Architecture. Horta designed the house for
his friend Emile Tassel. For the design Horta
followed his ambitions to innovate, although the
house probably became unsellable, because it
was designed to fit the best to its owner. The
originality of the design is immediately shown
in the façade. For one thing, the entrance
door is positioned in the center of the façade.
Until then, most of the entrances of Brussels
residential houses, were located on the farright, or far-left side on the façade, in line with
the staircase. This because traditional houses
were based on a floor plan with a sequence of
three rooms. Horta changed this organization
of spaces for the house of Tassel. This resulted
from his ambition of a design which reflects the
life of the owner. Therefore he aimed to give the
house a monumental character, which was until
then only given to official architecture, rather
than private houses.

Main Facade of Hotel Tassel.
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A dominant element in the façade is the bay
window. The entire design is build around
this main element. This because the Tassel’s
workspace is situated in this bay window,
therefore being the most important space in
the house. The bay window was determining for
the position of the door and the heavy consoles,
which bear the weight.

The organization of spaces is strongly related to the
façade design.
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All the steel and cast-iron elements in de façade.
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The most remarkable novelty in the façade is
the use of the materials glass, steel and castiron, and the relation of these material to the
brickwork. The rivets on the steel plates which
are connected to the columns, are clearly visible.
This clarifies that Horta obviously wanted to
show these construction-techniques, rather
than hiding them. A unique feature in private
buildings, which can be seen as an expression
of modernity. Besides that these structural
methods are also used in an architectural
way. Because of the structural materials the
dimensions of the windows could be increased.
Therefore the amount of windows could be
limited, to achieve a maximum amount of light.

The materials steel and cast-iron are not only
extensively used in the façade, to achieve more
openness, also in the interior, the structure is
enriched by these materials. Instead of bearing
walls which block sight, steel beams to enlarge
spaces and light and elegant cast-iron columns
are used. Large glass roof windows for zenithal
light, which he used for the first time in the
gallery of Henri van Cutsem, are introduced to
light the staircase.

Clearness of industrial techniques in the Façade of

Decorations of structural columns in the interior of

Hotel Tassel.

the house.

Private House & Atelier
In 1898 Horta designed his own house and
atelier. This house is seen as one of his
highlights in Art Nouveau design. He used the
design as an advertisement, to show-off all
his ideas, combined together in one building.
Because it was his own building he could design
completely freely, budgetary and creatively. All
novelties and experiments were combined such
as, clearly visible iron and cast-iron structures,
which were well decorated. Besides that he
maximized the window dimensions for the use
of zenithal light. Furthermore he combined the
steel structure with different stone materials
in the facades; Euville and Savonnière natural
stone, and bluestone for the plinth and
pedestrian path.

The main facade of the Private House & Atelier.
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The design consisted of a combined program
of a residential house and a workspace. This
separation of functions is clearly visible in the
façade. Based on his vision, that the design of
the façade must always result from the design
of the floor plans and sections. Therefore the
height of the facade of the residential part is
slightly higher than the façade of the atelier.
The residential part was designed to combine
esthetics and comfort, the workspace was
designed based on efficiency and maximum
amount of light. Therefore the largest part of
the façade is realized in steel and glass.

Another remarkable element is the staircase.
Although the plot was limited, Horta designed a
large space for the staircase. In order to realize
this he connected the different, surrounding,
spaces with ceilings with arches in gothic style,
beard by columns. Because of these columns,
walls were not necessary, and circulation
through the different rooms was made easier.

Staircase of the Private house & Atelier.

Material use in the façade of the Private house .
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Maison du Peuple
In 1895 the Belgium Workers Party bought
nine plot in the city center of Brussels for the
development of a public building. The building
was needed to offer spaces for multiple
social-economical functions. Similar as other
People’s Homes, Maison du Peuple was part
of the socialistic movement in Belgium. The
intellectual members of the Party wanted
Horta to design the building, because of this
innovative and renewable artistic vision. A
vision which was free from Catholicism and
Conservatism.

Besides that Horta sympathized socialism and
was part of the freemasonry such as the clients.
For the design of the building Horta introduced
two staircases, instead of one grand staircase.
Not because it was a house of the people but
because of safety reasons during events, when
large amounts of people use the staircases.

Another quality of the building was the light
weight steel structure, which resulted in a
maximum amount of light and space. The
steel beams have rivets as usual in Horta’s
designs, but are connected with dry joints. The
structure of Maison du Peuple could have been
dissembled at any time.

Besides safety Horta also had to take acoustics
into account for the first time in a design.
Better acoustics were realized because of the
combination of a horizontal ceiling and an
inclined wooden floor.

Main Façade of Maison du Peuple.
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Besides technical particularities, the building
includes also architectural characteristics.
Because of the shape of the square, the building
is situated next to, the facades of the buildings
are curved as well. Which fits Horta’s interest
of curved shapes and complexity in design.
Furthermore the different height levels are
combined with an asymmetrical composition
of elements and spaces. Which resulted in
extraordinary volume of steel and glass which
are accentuated by linear lines. This asymmetry
in design contradicts with all academic
prescriptions.

Although the building was designed for the
workers people, because of the rich decorations,
known from his private houses, Maison du
Peuple had the atmosphere of a palace, and
was one of the largest Art-Nouveau designs
in Brussels. Unfortunately the building lost its
quality due to multiple transformations after
its completion. The color of red which once
was very dominant also gradually disappeared,
which represents the importance of the
socialistic movement.

Steel column of Maison du Peuple.

Cross-section of Maison du Peuple showing the
complex structure, the staircases and the spatial
quality of the design.
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Victor Horta
Henry van de Velde
Stéphane Beel

Boekentoren Henry van de Velde.
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Henry van de Velde was born in Antwerp as a
son of an artistic pharmacist. It was because his
father, van de Velde became part of an artistic
and inspirational environment, in the beginning
of his life. The famous composer Peter Benoit
was a family friend, and inspired van de Velde
to compose music on his own, and develope the
craving for leadership. However his father was
not fond of this development and burned his
work. This experience traumatized van de Velde
and from this moment he only supported his
mother. Van de Velde started his creative career
as a painter at the academy in Antwerp, and
worked at the atelier of the academy director
Charles Verlat. Art-collective Les XX inspired
van de Velde through the years, and he became
part of this collective in Brussels. The work of
Vincent van Gogh, exposed by Les XX inspired
van de Velde a lot. However after twelve years
of working as a painter van de Velde starts
working in other forms of craftsmanship. This
transition was inspired by socialist William
Morris, van de Velde wanted to make objects
which were functional and beautiful. He
determined to work as an architect after his
marriage and honeymoon to the Netherlands,
and his visit to the old house of Theo van
Gogh, seeing his collection. In 1894 he started
designing his own house, completely with
furniture, which was realized a year later. The
house was visited by many clients and offered
him multiple projects. Not only in Belgium, also
in Germany. In 1900 van de Velde moved to
Berlin.

It was in Germany where he designed
multiple prestige projects, such as the
Kunstgewerbeschule in Weimar. In 1907 he
founded the Deutscher Werkbund, which is
seen as the foundation of the Bauhaus. Being
part of the Werkbund, Henry van de Velde, as
a pioneer, developed a vision to bring arts and
industry closer together. In this period the
transition from an Art-nouveau architect to a
modernist architect is clearly visible. A strong
difference is visible in the perception of the
ornament. In the period the Werkbund was
founded, ornaments were a strong taboo in the
vision of pure functionalism, for avant-gardearchitects.

The German influence on van de Velde’s life, on a
personal and artistic level.
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In the year 1914 two events happened which
strongly influenced van de Velde in a negative
way. The first event is the beginning of the
First World War. Not only influenced this van
de Velde’s career and vision as an artist, but
also on a personal level. This because van de
Velde did not distinguish his esthetic, social and
personal life. He became depressed during the
war, and because his Belgian nationality he loses
his connection with German life, he starts to
feel as an exile. Besides his disconnection with
German culture he is also seen a suspicious man
for the German police, because of his interests
in betterment of Belgium political prisoners. In
1917 he moves to Swiss.

As said, two events influenced van de Velde in
1914. Not only the beginning of the war, but also
a conflict on a Werkbund-meeting in Köhlen,
with Hermann Muthesius. Muthesius wanted
the Werkbund to become more industrialized
and standardized. Which was in line with the
German Zeitgeist of that time. The conflict was
for van de Velde also a conflict of his personal
principals on arts and architecture. A he figured
that industrial standardization, meant the end
of creativity. For van de Velde everything he had
built up was demolished by this conflict. This
conflict and the effects of the First World War,
strongly influenced his reputation, his leadership
and his personal state of mind.
In 1924 Henry van de Velde returned to Belgium
for the first time since his German period, to
give a lecture on esthetics for the cultural club
La Laterne Sourde in Brussels. As an esthetic
he figured only one solution could solve the
architectural problem, by renewing all arts. Van
de Velde developed a continuous harmonic style
to cope with the circumstances of a particular
time period. It was the Belgium landscape and
urban architect, Louis van der Swaelmen who
figured Belgium urgently needed new artistic
influences in that time-period. Besides the
lecture at La Laterne Sourde, van de Velde also
went back to Maison du Peuple, to reintroduce
the arts- department, of which he was the
cofounder. Because of this, artists of different
perspectives on esthetics could meet again, and
learn from each other.

Not everyone was fond of the return of van de
Velde to Belgium. Victor Horta was in charge of
the architects-collective who resisted against
the return of van de Velde to Belgium. He was
seen as a collaborator, a German and a Saxon.
He wrote an article with the title “everything, but
not that”, to express his aversion towards van de
Velde.

Henry van de Velde was a multidisciplinary designer,
among other things of Architecture & Furniture.
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House Cohen
House Cohen is designed and build in 1927 in
Brussels. It was the first design for a private
house after van de Velde’s return in Belgium. It
was also the first of a series of private houses
designed for preeminent families in Brussels.
The family Cohen was known in industrial
society, as George Cohen was the director of an
textile and electronics factory. Van de Velde also
designed the textile fabric of Cohen in Ninove,
which is not seen as a successful project. Mss G.
Cohen was the daughter of the Flemish socialist
Albéric Deswaerte, whose wife was concerned
with the art scene in Brussels. A friend of hers
Louis Swaelmen, who was involved in getting
van de Velde back to Belgium, was involved
getting van de Velde the commission for the
design.

Main facade of House Cohen.
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The house has several remarkable elements
such as the appearance of a flat roof. The roof
functions as a large terrace, and a bluestone
element functions as a baluster. Two blue stone
elements are integrated in the façade for the
drainage of rainwater. The bluestone is besides
white plaster, the most dominant material in
the façade. The plinth with a height of one floor
level is completely covered with blue stone.
Besides that the entrance door is surrounded
by impressive bluestone. This entrance door
is raised and reachable by a staircase. The
entrance door is made out of steel such as the
window frames. A noteworthy element of the
interior plan is the fact that kitchen is located
in the basement. Besides that, two staircase
are implemented for access of the first floor.
One main staircase to access the sitting-room
in the front of the house, and one semi-circled
staircase to reach all different floors.

Material use in the Facade of House Cohen.
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House de Bodt
In 1930 van de Velde got the commission for
a three-building design in the Rooseveltlaan
in Brussels, which was an aristocratic
neighborhood. The family Désiré de Bodt was
a business family in Brussels and gave the
commission to van de Velde via a friend of the
family, Herman Teirlinck. Three different plots
were bought, two adjoining, and one nearby.
The two plots were meant for two villa’s for the
parents Désiré de Bodt and their oldest son,
the third plot for their youngest son. However
due to an accident, the oldest son died, and
therefore the combined villa’s were designed for
the parents and their youngest son.

Main facade House de Bodt.
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The two combined villa’s can be seen as the
largest building van de Velde designed in
Brussels. The material use and the characteristic
of the design are similar to his later designs
from that period. He combined two main
materials in the façade. Bluestone for the
plinth, which is introduced to level the sloped
plot, and Belvedere brickwork. This brickwork
was not the first planned material, however
Euville natural stone was too expensive. After
all the belvedere brickwork fitted better to the
surrounding buildings. The cornice is made out
of concrete, a relatively new material in that
time period. Often bluestone is used for the
cornice in van de Velde’s designs. The design
is very volumetric, with different extended
volumes and loggia’s. Some of the flat roofs are
used as terraces. The two connected houses
have individual entrances, one on the street
façade and one on the south façade. These
entrances are slightly elevated and reachable
by stairs.

Material use facade House de Bodt.

Staircase entrance in House de Bodt.

Staircase House de Bodt.
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Book-Tower
In 1933 Henry van de Velde was asked to
design the new university library of Ghent. The
location was the site of the old Vreesebeluik,
which because of the bad living conditions was
demolished. The chairman of the faculty of arts
argued van de Velde had to design the building.
This because he was very famous abroad, but
had never designed a public building in Belgium.
The idea to design the library as a tower, was
van de Velde’s first idea. Because the site was
the highest location of the city, he wanted the
building to be an icon, a symbol of science and
knowledge. As well as his preliminary studies
of 1933 as his plans from ‘34/’35, the library
was designed as a tower. During his preliminary
designs, van de Velde experimented with
different shapes of the tower, and different
variants of the interior spaces.

Main facade of the Book-Tower.
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During this research, his esthetic vision became
very clear, as he wanted the tower to be modern
and functional, with no accessories. Besides that
he wanted to accentuated a contrast between
vertical and horizontal lines. The volume of
the building is designed in the shape of a
Greek cross which represents the connection
between heaven and earth, but also symbolizes
space and time. Van de Velde also designed
the spaces based on their usage. The reading
rooms are located based on the movement of
the sun during the day. As van de Velde was
a multidisciplinary artist, he also designed
furniture elements and other details of the
building.
The ambition of creating a modernistic and
innovative design, is clearly recognizable in
multiple aspect of the building. One thing is
definitely the structure which is completely
realized in concrete. The use of this material and
the construction-techniques, which were used,
are seen as revolutionary techniques for the
time it was built. The tower has almost a square
shape of 20 by 20m, and a height of 64m. Which
made it the fourth highest building in Ghent
in that time. The tower has four underground
floors, a double height ground floor and twenty
floors. The fact that the tower is in use as a
library ever since, argues the well-thought and
future proof design. As said, the structure is
completely made out concrete and is based on
a column-floor structure. The columns with the
dimensions of 600 by 200mm are widened at
the top by consoles.

Therefore beams are not needed to support
the floor. Because the amount of columns
and the widened tops, the structural floor is
only 90mm thick. Besides the use of concrete
as a structural materials, which is hidden on
the inside, the exterior of the building, is also
completely realized in concrete, aside from
the bluestone plinth, a characteristic of his
residential designs. The facades are completely
smooth, made from reinforced concrete. Three
vertical lines are implemented for the windows.
The concrete facades are not only used as an
esthetical covering of the building, but also
have a structural function in combination with
the connecting beams, above the windows, to
support wind-forces. The smooth concrete
facades are realized with the use of a stealcasting system, which was lifted floor-by-floor.
A construction-technique which was new for
the specific time period. The uniformity of the
color of the concrete was realized because the
cement was brought in one delivery. This was a
demand of van de Velde of the contractor.
Steel casting-system developed for the Book-Tower.

Concrete structure of columns and floors.
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Victor Horta
Henry van de Velde
Stéphane Beel

Raveel Museum Stéphane Beel.
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Stephane Beel was born in the Belgium town
Kortrijk in the province West-Flanders, located
on the rivers the Leie. However he is also
strongly related to the other city located on the
Leie, Ghent. Beel studied architecture on the
School of Art and the Art-academy of Ghent
from 1979 to 1980. It was in 1983 he became
known with his radical design for the traffic
intersection Europakruispunt in Brussels, next
to the central station. The design was made
by the design team Hoogpoort, a collective of
Stephane Beel, Xaveer de Geyter, Willem Jan
Neutelings and Arjan Karssenberg. Their design
suggestion was to maintain the open spot in
Brussels, to create a public square. All architects
of Team Hoogpunt were in that time in some
way related to OMA. In the late decennia of the
20th century, inspired by the approach of OMA,
Beel and other Belgium architects founded an
architecture style which is defined as The New
Simplicity.
Beel developed this style of simplicity to a
maximum of minimalism. However as he self
said his architecture is more based on reticence,
rather than to just reduce the design. Important
in this approach is that Beel takes the usage of
the building into account. Therefore freedom for
this usage is created by the spacial qualities of
his designs. His designs are open for liveliness
and chaos. Although he does not create the
chaos, but creates order which is open for the
chaos which usage will bring. The simplicity and
pureness of his designs are not only based on
spacial quality.

Also his geometrical shapes and material-use
are applied in the purest form. However this
pureness does not affect the notability of his
design. Although the intension is not to be
flashy or pretentious, the intension is to be
original. Nevertheless a certain nuance in this
originality is important in his designs. This also
in relation to the context of his designs, and
the connections between the context and the
design. Often are these connections based on
what elements already exist and what new
elements are introduced. Beel argues that the
new and the existing elements are connected,
one completes the other. Therefore he often
relates spacial, social and cultural elements
from a context in his designs. Which results in
a transformation of the existing context by the
new design.

The end-users being part of the Architecture.

Abstract building geometries.
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Villa M in Z
Villa M is located in the village Zedelgem in
the province west-Flanders. The context of
the villa is the former kitchen garden of the
Baesveld property, which is an open spot in
a forest of two hectares. This open spot was
organized by several garden walls. These walls
characterize the building plot and are orientated
in two directions perpendicular to each other.
Besides these walls the context had no other
restrictions. However the absence of any
restrictions was possibly the largest restriction.

Main facade of Villa M in Z.

Floorplan of Villa M in Z.
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The volume completely exist out of wooden
façade panels and aluminum window frames.
Because of these materials the building relates
to the context, nevertheless it functions also as
an independent object. The long small volume,
which is 60 meters long and 7 meters wide, is
not only used as a statement or to relate to the
garden wall, it is also used for the organization
of spaces. The interior contains two separate
apartments, one for the children and one for the
parents. Both areas are separated by the shared
spaces. All spaces with a specific function
are separated by several non-spaces, such
as patio’s. Not only results the organization of
space, in an interesting sequence, also the use
of different heights has an effect on the quality
of the design. The entire volume is lifted from
the terrain, which influences the relation with its
context. The two apartments, for children and
parents are 500mm leveled from the shared
spaces.

Unity in material use in the façades of Villa M in Z.

Sequence of space in the floor plan of Villa M in Z.

Relation with the context, the garden walls
surrounding Villa M in Z.

Because of the limited and pure context, the
design is very simplified. By doing this the
pureness of the context is not disrupted but
strengthened. Parallel to the largest garden wall,
a rectangular volume is placed. Because of its
similar length it is related to the wall, however
it also is a remarkable addition to the context.
The resulting space between the existing garden
wall and the new building volume functions
as a covered entrance, from the open natural
environment to the semi-closed interior
spaces. Because of the wide openings in the
building volume, the connection between the
environment and the building is not broken.
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Villa P in R
The context of villa P is a sloped and forested
terrain in Rotselaar, a small town in the province
Flemish-Brabant. In this natural context a flat
rectangular volume is introduced. One face of
the volume is slightly dug in and covered by its
environment. The other side is lifted above the
sloped terrain, which makes the volume on this
side notable. In the center of the flat rectangular
volume, a square shape is cut out. Therefore a
patio inside the volume, with no floor is created.
Only a small bridge which connects the entrance
with the road. Because of this bridge, and the
absence of a floor, the natural, sloped terrain
is clearly sensible in this space. Because of this
patio-space, entering the building happens in a
certain sequence of different atmospheres. At
first the outside of the building, the simplistic
geometrical volume in a natural environment.
Followed up by an enclosed space, where there
is still a connection with the environment, and
finally entering the volume.

Facade of Villa P in R.

Floorplan of Villa P in R.
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Because the volume has large openings on
different sides, the natural context is still clearly
present inside the volume. Because of the
sloped area, and the lifted volume, the natural
context is on one side experienced on a higher
level, covered by trees. The sequence of space
continues inside the volume, starting at the
entrance-area. On the left-side the living areas
are accessible, on the right-side the bedrooms.
Because of the cut-out in the volume, the
spaces are connected in a typical way. The
spaces are reachable directly via each other, or
indirect via the outside patio, as there are also
large openings in the interior facades.

Relation of the volume with the sloped terrain.

3D perspective of Villa P in R showing the relation
Sequence of Space in Villa P in R.

with the context, the patio and the entrance-bridge.
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Raveel Museum
The museum of Flemish post-expressionism
painter Roger Raveel is located in the village
Machelen-aan-de-Leie in the province EastFlanders, about 20 kilometers from Ghent. The
development of the museum in the birth-town
of Raveel, was a slow process. This because
it is a small village which is not as known and
attractive as Raveel himself. It took five years for
Beel to start with the design, and discover the
context, and to integrate in the village.
The village has a fragmented character of
different buildings, in different styles. The most
remarkable building is the large pilgrimagechurch. Beel designed the museum as a
building, running through these fragmented
elements. Therefore connecting them, adding
new value to the existing context, but also
maintain certain qualities.

Sequence of Space in Villa P in R.
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The museum connects with the renovated
vicarage and moves as a long strip of volumes
through the backyards from the building block.
Therefore the museum integrates in the village.
The volumes are not orientated in a straight
line, but in an angular way. The routing through
the building is clear, because of the linear
design, however the character of each space is
different. Therefore the sequence of space, as
walking through the building is unique. Not only
the interior of the building, but also the relation
with the different backyards.The different
spaces which are connected have simple
volumes, but varying atmospheres. Because
of the clear design, the painting of Raveel are
still dominating in the spaces, Beel did not try
to conform to the paintings with his design.
Besides the connection between the paintings
and the building, Beel also made a connection
between the building and the context, for this
reason the connection between Raveel and the
village is also made stronger.

The relation of the museum with its historical context.

Floorplan of the Roger Raveel museum, showing the
elongate orientation of space and the connection
with the old vicarage.
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Conclusions

Belgian (Architectural) Identity
Based on the research on the Belgian identity,
both on a historical, as a architectural level,
several conclusions can be drawn. To answer
the questions, raised by the article of Renaat
Braem.
The conclusions are not only related to the past,
they also give direction on how to react with a
design, to this identity in the future. In order to
relate to the context, this identity needs to be
taken into account. These conclusions not only
answer the main research question:

To start with the Belgian identity, a correlation
is found between the characteristics of
Belgian culture, found in the literature review,
and the historical context. For one thing, the
revolutionary character of the Belgian people.
Two historical events, the Brabant revolution,
and the Belgium revolution, indicate this
character. However these events not just
indicate the revolutionary character, but even
more important, the fight for an own identity.
The fight for having an own country, an own
language and an own culture.

What is the Belgian Approach, what is the
underlying thought, and how can it be
adapted in a design strategy.
Or as is it reformulated as:

What is the Belgian (architectural identity)
and how can it be adapted in a design
strategy.
But also answer to the sub question:

How can 3D concrete printing help to design
and manufacture/construct in a systematic
way, but to realize unique architecture.
The research showed certain similarities
between Belgian architecture and the technique
of 3D-concrete printing. These similarities will
be discussed later on.
The revolutionary character of the Belgians.
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These historical events also resulted in another
characteristic of the Belgian identity, collectivity.
During the revolutions a collective arose, as a
movement against the foreign rulers. On the
other hand the country which was already
divided, in two cultures, got separated even
more. Because of inequalities on economical,
educational, cultural and many other levels,

Belgium got divided into two collectives,
the Walloons and the Flemish. During the
industrialization of the country, which mostly
took place in Wallonia, a new collective arose,
socialism. This was the collective of industrial
laborers. The influence of socialism in Belgian
and the deviation of different collectives
in society lasted for decades, and is still
recognizable today.
This subdivision of society is known as
compartmentalization. In Belgium there are
three main pillars dominant, the socialistic,
the Christian-democratic and the liberal
pillar. Although this collectivity is definitely
recognizable, the strong craving for an individual
identity marks the Belgian people, further than
a national, or sub-national identity. Despite the
Belgians are characterized as reticent, especially
compared to the Dutch, the element of showing
off individuality, is also notable.

Based on the literature review on Belgian
culture this is explained by the fact that Belgians
have a more extensive attitude than the Dutch.
Represented in the food they eat, the cloths
they were, the car they drive and the house
they live in. This is partly because of the riskavoiding mentality of the Belgians. Choosing
wisely for quality by buying expensive brands, or
design and built your own house. On the other
hand because of the resourceful approach of
the Belgian government, Belgians are more
self-responsible. They solve their own problems
when they occur, rather than the planningapproach of the Dutch. This self-responsibility
also results in more individuality. This proves
that the individual residential architecture
in Belgium is not only because of the law De
Taeye, which stimulated private-housinginitiatives. This law was more a stimulant of a
characteristic which was already part of the
Belgian identity.

The collectivity recognized in Belgian society.

Individuality recognized in Belgian society.
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Besides that, being modern and progressive is
also characteristic for the Belgians. The rapid
cultural developments in the country, resulting
from industrial, economical and political
developments, indicate this. James Ensor, and
other artists of the progressive art collective Les
XX, show the artistic developments in the late
19th century. Likewise the beginning of the ArtNouveau movement in the same period.

The transition of a more conservative-architecture to
a progressive and modern-architecture.

This modernity is definitely characteristic for
the Architectural identity of Belgium. The
buildings of Victor Horta, Henry van de Velde
and Stéphane Beel, show the novelties in
approach. As said the combination of a freshminded and progressive country in combination
with the industrial developments, caused the
Art-Nouveau, of which Horta and van de Velde
are founding fathers.
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Besides that the Zeitgeist of other periods
also strongly influenced their architectural
approach. In the Inter-bellum, after the First
World War, Belgium was damaged, physically
and psychological. The need of fast rebuilding of
the country combined with financial problems
and a damaged mind resulted in a new kind of
modern architecture. A more functional and less
decorated architecture. Characteristic for the
Art-Nouveau architecture was the importance
of industrial techniques. During the inter-bellum
Henry van de Velde continued this importance
in his design. A strong influence of his German
period, as the Germans were leading in the
combination of arts and industrial techniques.
Nevertheless it was van de Velde’s main goal
to avoid standardization, and complete unique
architecture.

The strong influence of Henry van de Velde in
Germany, as a founder of the Kunstgewerbeschule,
which later developed into the Bauhaus. The
influence of his German-period is recognizable in his
work in Belgium.

This line of modernism and simplicity is
continued in Stéphane Beels architecture. His
designs can be seen as a reinterpretation of
the principles of the modernistic architecture
of the beginning of the 20th century. Although
there is simplification of design notable in the
designs of Horta, van de Velde and Beel, they
all have a certain purity. For one thing the pure
expression of usage. How Horta represents
the different functions in his organization of
space, and organization of the facades. Van de
Velde shows his attention for the user in the
quality of spaces and the quality of the finishing
off. Not only in his designs of private houses
but also in the design of the book-tower. The
purity of the designs is also recognizable in the
materiality of the buildings. Horta clearly shows
new technical materials, but also only used
the best natural stones. Van de Velde shows
this purity in materiality by using only a few
materials with a strong expression, such as the
Belvedere brickwork, the bluestone and the use
of concrete. In the design of the book-tower he
outreaches this purity of concrete.

A characteristic all three architects share.
Connecting by disconnecting from the context,
with unique architecture. This disconnection is
also clearly visible in how most of the designs
are slightly lifted from the context. The buildings
are entered by a staircase or a ramp, and are
separated from the site with a plinth or heightdifference.

The architecture of Stéphane Beel definitely
follows this line of pure materiality as he
often only uses one main material. This unity
in material-use makes the design not only
stronger by itself, but also in relation to the
context.

The boundary between the context and the buildings
created by plinths, staircases and elevations.
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Part IV

Location

Introduction
The project location is situated in the North
west of the neighborhood Sluizeken-TolhuisHam in Ghent. This neighborhood is expected
to become a connecting area between the
historical city center and the new to develop
dock-area on the East-side of the canal. In order
to prepare this neighborhood for the expected
new character as a connecting-neighborhood,
several elements of the neighborhood need
to be transformed. These elements are the
results of the industrialization of Ghent in
the 19th century and are several described
results of the Belgian “Approach” . Typical for
the neighborhood is the strong independency
of the building-blocks. Not only is there a
variety in architectural styles resulting from
different constructing- periods and individual
housing projects. But also an independency of
the interior building blocks, in relation to the
outsides of the blocks. On one hand this is the
result of the resourceful Belgian-approach. The
endless extensions of buildings filling empty
gaps in the building block. On the other hand
it is the result of industrialization of the area,
when factories were built inside the building
blocks, close to the residents of the workers.
These factories which currently are vacant
have a strong influence of the character of the
neighborhood and the building blocks.

The neighborhood Sluizeken-Tolhuis-Ham with the
specific building-block indicated.
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Master plan
As the neighborhood is expected to become of
an important role in the city, as the connection
between two areas, the character of the
neighborhood needs to develop. Therefore
a master plan is design based on three
principles. (1) The implementation of a diagonal
“Boulevard” which connects the DampoortStation with the Heilige Kerst-Church. (2)
Because of this diagonal Boulevard multiple
building blocks, are opened up. Therefore the
quality of the interior of the blocks need to
change, as these interior facades become now
public. (3) The damaged buildings resulting from
principles 0ne and Two, need to be recovered
with the use of 3D-concrete-printing. Therefore
the boulevard becomes a “Concrete-Boulevard”.
The Heilige Kerst- Church, and the surrounding
block is the start, or end-point of the Boulevard,
as it is opened up to public an attractive and a
pleasant character is required.
The neighborhood Sluizeken-Tolhuis-Ham with the
specific building-block and the diagonal indicated.

Principle 2 & 3 of the Master plan: open up the
building blocks and repair damages with 3DCP.
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The Block
The building block is situated on the cross-point
of the Doornzele-street and the Sleep-street,
and is surrounded by the Nieuwland-street
and Karel Miry-street. The historical timeline
of the block starts in the 16th century with the
construction of the Heilige Kerst Church in 1541
in late-Gotic style. In the 17th century a rectory
was build in classical style, next to the Church.
In the 18th century multiple houses were
constructed in the Nieuwland-street, which
continued in the early 19th century. In the mid
19th century houses were built in the Sleepstreet close to the rectory in a neo-renaissance
style. In the late 19th century the Sleep-street
and the Nieuwland-street were connected by a
new street, the Karel Miry-street.
Most of the houses in this street were built in
the same period, and are therefore in a similar
architectural style, with white plastered facades.
In the early, mid and late 20th century the gaps
between the houses in the four streets were
filled with buildings in different architectural
styles. For the development of the interior of
the block assumptions are made. This because
in Belgium, housing-extensions with certain
dimensions can be built permission-free. Most
of the interior building-block extensions are
therefore undocumented.
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The specific building block with the four enclosing
streets.

Impression of the Heilige Kerst Church.
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16th Century

17th Century

18th Century

Early 19th Century

Mid 19th Century

Late 19th Century

20th Century

Additional Buildings I

Additional Buildings II
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Facades of the corner of the block Karel Miry-street.
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Facades of the corner of the block Nieuwland-street.
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Valuables of the Block
Besides the Heilige Kerst Church, there are
several aspects which give the block aesthetical
and atmospheric quality. For one thing there
are multiple trees of an impressive height
located in the block. Partly in the garden of
the Church, and partly as a boundary between
the houses on the Nieuwland-street and the
Church. Another element in the block which
has aesthetical and atmospheric quality was
discovered during a visitation of the block. In
order to determine the condition of the interior
spaces, courtyards of residents were visited.
In one of these courtyards a brickwork ruin
was noticed, completely taking over by nature.
This ruin in combination with the high trees
and the church in the background formed an
inspirational image.

Photograph of the ruin, with the Heilige Kerst Church
and the tall trees, taken from a courtyard.
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Part V

Design

Concept
Based on the research on the Belgian identity
and architectural identity a design concept is
formulated. This design concept is based on
continuation of the characteristics of the Belgian
architectural identity. Besides that similarities
which are found in the three architects, are
continued. On the other hand elements of these
identities are reinterpreted and are applied with
the use of 3D-concrete printing.
One aspect which is continued in the design
is the pureness of design. As described Horta,
van de Velde and Beel all three have a certain
pureness in their designs. Not only pureness
in materiality but also in the clearness of the
design. As the main theme of the research
is organized chaos, pureness in design is one
method to organize the chaos in the building
block. All the buildings resulting from the
Belgian approach, or identity, which form a
certain chaos, need a clear design approach as
a reaction.
The chaos, which is mainly the result of
individual designs, and a resourceful approach,
need to be organized with a clear design.
However this clear design will still have
characteristics of the Belgian identity. Because
the diversity in buildings also is an expression of
the Belgian identity, this aspect must be treated
with respect. Therefore multiple elements
which resulted from the historical development
are conserved as they are, but are connected by
subtle interventions.

Continuous line of simplification of design.
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The pureness of the design will also be applied
in a certain reduction of the design. Looking
closer at the buildings of Horta, van de Velde
and Beel, their designs follow a certain line of
reduction, which will be continued in the design.
On a level of materiality pureness will also be
applied in the design. This will result in unity of
material use, and the expression and texture of
the materials. Especially for the implementation
of the 3D-concrete printing.
The connection with the context is also an
important element of the design concept. As
the designs of Horta, van de Velde and Beel
also relate strongly with the context, this
characteristic is continued. One method of
connecting to the context is by conserving
certain elements.

By adding new volumes and doing small
interventions to the existing elements, these
elements are integrated in the design, and
keep their original identity. This same approach
is applied to natural elements in the context.
On the other hand a relation with the existing
context is made by contrasting. Not only a
contrast in geometry but also in materiality.
Another aspect which is recognized in the
designs of the three architects is the quality and
sequence of space. Especially in the designs
of Stéphane Beel, spaces are connected in
a specific way. Because of this sequence,
each space is introduced by the other, and
the character of each space is more clear. In
the designs of Horta the quality of the spaces
derives from the functions. Besides that the
pureness of materiality also contributes to this
quality of space. This is also recognized in the
designs of van de Velde.
All three architects were very modern with their
designs, for the specific time periods. Horta
and van de Velde used industrial materials in
public and residential buildings. This concept
is continued in the design with the use of
3D-concrete printing.

Pureness of design and material use.
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Along with these lines of continuation a final
concept of their buildings is reused in the
design. The use of height-differences and
plinths to disconnect the building from the
context. The plinths and height-differences
create a certain boundary between the context
and the building. On the other hand the
buildings are put on a platform, which creates
importance, in relation to the context.

Relation with the Context.

Master plan
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In order to relate to the master plan of the
diagonal boulevard, and create an attractive
end, start point, several measurements need
to be taken. These measurements have an
influence on the existing buildings and the
character of the interior building block. The
first measurement is to demolish multiple
buildings in the plot. All of these buildings are
housing extensions, garages and sheds. These
will be demolished to open up the block and
connect with the diagonal boulevard. Because
of the demolishing of these buildings a new
connection between the Doornzele-street, the
Nieuwland-street, the Karel Miry-street and the
boulevard is made, which increases circulation
through the block.
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As described above the location has also other
valuables besides the church, the brickwork ruin
and the tall trees. The ruin will be maintained
and will be a central element in the plan. Only
certain trees will strategically be removed. In
order to conserve the ruin and maintain its
character a volume is introduced which partly
covers the object. Because of this volume the
focus on the ruin is increased, which makes
the character of a central element stronger.
Only half of the ruin is covered to maintain the
exterior influence of the object on the context.

Circulation through the block.

Furthermore the backside of the church, which
now is enclosed with extensions, will be freed,
and will be accessible. In the vicarage-building
which is attached to the churche, a new
entrance will be realized.

Secondly an entrance gate will be realized to
enter the church-garden. Currently this is not a
public area, and this will be maintained.

The Buildings which will be demolished.

The Elements which will be remained.

A Volume covering the ruin.

The new back-entrance to the church.
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By demolishing buildings and maintaining
the ruin two squares are formed in the block.
Nevertheless to give the area more strength
one square is required. Therefore to organize
the space in a clear shape varying elements are
added to the area. These elements are added
according to the following concept. A wall is
implemented in the area which runs through
the entire plot, therefore organizing the space
in to a clear square. On this wall several building
volumes will be attached which host multiple
functions. The wall therefore not only give
direction to the outside space, but also inside
the building volumes. The thickness off the
volume varies according to the function and
location in the plot, as well as the volumes
which are attached. The trees in the plot play an
important role in the placement and geometry
of the attached volumes.

Beside the wall and the attached volumes, a
new volumes will be introduced on ground level
to two buildings on the south corner of the plot.
Also to give the square more strength and to
host new functions on the ground floor. The
new functions which will be host are all public to
attract people to the square.

The Concept of the wall with volumes attached.

An attached volume on the ground floor to host

The Volumes are placed based on the existing trees.

public functions and a gate to the private churchgarden is realized.

I

Organizing the space into one square.

The implementation of a Wall element in the Block.

The wall element which runs through the plot and
therefore certain building-elements are cut-off.
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The complete Masterplan of the plot.
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Part VI

3D Concrete Printing

Joint of Concepts
Based on the research done on the architectural
identity of Belgium, several characteristics
are found in the architecture of Victor Horta,
Henry van de Velde and Stéphane Beel. The
designs of the architects are characterized by
certain elements, which connect the designs
of different time-periods. Besides that several
characteristics of these designs are also related
with the technique of 3D-concrete-printing.
One of these characteristics is the pureness
of materiality. Not only can this technique be
used for structural elements, but the freedom
of design is also extensive. Therefore the
technique can be applied to achieve monolith
designs with a unique expression. On the other
hand the technique can also be applied in a
modular design, where the design consists of
multiple printed elements, which are connected
by joints. The accentuation of joints, is one
characteristic which is recognized in the designs
of Victor Horta, as they are used in a decorative
way.
The first application of the technique of
3D-concrete printing is based on a research
which is done on joints. The theme of this
research was based on the fact that concrete
is a material which can last for many centuries.
Nevertheless the requirements of different
users are not as consistent as the material
properties. Therefore a certain amount of
flexibility is required. With this assumption in
mind, a more appropriate method is to divide
a design into different elements and connect
them with joints.

Concrete will last, but Users and Requirements
change.

Divide solid structure into Panels and connect with
Joints.
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For the research of a specific joint this division of
the design was done based on the string-panelsystem. This system is developed for the use of
structural walls. The wall is divided into three
elements;
(1) stringers to carry active forces. (2) panels
to carry shear forces. (3) nodes to connect the
elements.
In order to apply this system in combination
with the use of 3D-concrete-printing, stringers
and panels are combined to create one panel,
consisting of four stringers (two horizontal,
two vertical) and an infill material for the
shear-forces. For the infill of the elements
a lightweight material can be used, such
as lightweight concrete. Because of the
impossibility of the 3D-concrete-printer to
make 90 degrees corners, curved corners of the
elements are a fact. These curved corners are
used as an advantage in the system, as an open
space to apply the joint.

Curved Edges and the space for the joint.
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The Stringer-Panel- System.

For the joint a relatively soft and flexible
material is used in order to deform during the
application of forces on the elements. A similar
soft material is applied as a small separation
between the different panels, to persevere the
concrete panels to touch each other, as the
material might damage during friction. Besides
that the panels are connected by four steel
threaded rods, which run through the joint.
These rods preserve the panels from rotation
during the application of forces. The threaded
rod in combination with a nut is considered as a
dry-joint. Therefore disassembling of the wall is
possible.

The Rod-Joints connecting four panels.

Application in Design I

The possibilities of the system are tested on
a small artifact. A chair is designed based on
the principles of the stringer-panel-system:
four panels which are connected by one
joint in the center, and are connected by four
joints on the edges. In case of the chair, three
different joints are designed and 3D-printed
in a flexible material (TPU). Because the
system is developed for a wall application, a
“2D-application”, a next step was introduced
for the chair-design. Multiple layers, consisting
of four-panels, are applied in a row, and are
connected by the center-joints. In between the
layers a small air-space is kept. Because of this
air-space and the flexible material properties
of the joint, a subtle movement of the chair is
expected.
I

II

III

III

III

III
I

II

Principle of the chair design with three different

3D impression of the Chair design.

joints.
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Construction of the Design

The realization and construction of the furniture
design consisted of different steps. The first
step was the printing-process of the different
panels. As the design contains twenty-four
different panels, programming the robot was a
time-consuming process. During the printing
the amount of panels also had its disadvantages.
This because the printer is not able to stopand-go during printing. Therefore after printing
each individual panel, the robot has to move to
the next start-point, as the pump is running.
Preventing material to be spilled on the printbed has to be done manually. The result of this
routine is a messy beginning and end-point of
the print. This can be fixed manually during the
wet-phase of the concrete. Nevertheless the
edges of many panel were not smooth enough
for the assembling of the chair. Therefore
the corners and edges of all the panels were
smoothed with use of a diamond saw.
The second step was applying the infill material
to the panels, to carry the shear-forces. The
lightweight material which was chosen for this
part of the process, was polyurethane-foam.
With the use of a flexible support material, the
foam was placed in the center of the panels,
with still enough free space on both sides to
host the threaded-rods. The third step of the
construction process was the production of the
three different joints. Because of the specific
design and the required material properties,
the joints were 3D-printed with the material
thermoplastic polyurethane or TPU. A flexible
material for 3D-printers. Three different designs
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were used to realize five joints for each layer.
As the chair contains 7 layers, 35 joints were
printed with an average printing-time of 10
hours/print.
During the assembling-phase of the chair
two main disadvantages of the system where
recognized. One is the amount of joints, and
therefore the amounts of nuts which was
needed to assemble. Another disadvantage was
the drilling of the holes in the stringers. Which
is a very time consuming and also risky action,
as the concrete might crack. In case of two
similar panels, the concrete cracked at same
spot. These panels probably cracked due to the
limited amount of concrete in between the two
holes. Based on the experienced disadvantages,
two main conclusions are drawn which result
in the following requirements of the system: (1)
the amount of joints need to be of considerable
amount. This means that the amount of
joints needs to be in a proper ratio with the
dimensions of the panels and the dimensions
of the composition. (2) the holes can better be
drilled in a wet-phase or semi wet-phase of the
printed concrete.

All the different joints are created with the use of a
3D-printer.

Assembling the different panels, with the broken
panel clearly visible.

The cracked concrete panel due to the drilling.

Adjusting the panels with the use of a diamond-saw.

Assembling the panels with the different joints.
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Application in Design I

The second application of the system in a
design is based on one of the key-principles
of the neighborhood-master plan: all parts of
existing buildings which are damaged need to
repaired with the use of 3D-concrete-printing.
In the case of the specific building block, a small
building volume added to the corner of the
block is demolished.

The main topic of the research is organized
chaos. Besides that the ruling principle of
the neighborhood master plan is a concrete
boulevard which ends at the Heilige-KerstChurch and the surrounding building-block. The
combination of both concepts is applied in the
entrance of the block.

Therefore the bottom part of two walls need to
be repaired with the technique of 3D-concreteprinting. For these parts the stringer-panelsystem is applied. The division of the wall is
based on two elements of the design. The
horizontal lines follow from multiple heights in
the rest of the design. To create a coherence
in the design, these lines are continued in the
3D-concrete-printed walls.

The two side-facades of the existing buildings
function as an entrance to the inside of the
block. The design of the interior of the block is
very organized, nevertheless the outside of the
block has the “chaotic” Belgian architecture,
combined with the rough character of the
3D-concrete-boulevard. Passing the two
entrance walls, the chaos is organized.
Therefore the pattern of the wall get more
systematic as in leads into the block.

Reparing the damaged walls with 3DCP.

Scheme of how the Chaos is Organized.
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The 3D-printed-wall is only applied where the
existing building is damaged, therefore the new
building volume which are added are covered
with a different material. Steel profiles are
introduced to connect the edge-joints of the
wall, and to connect the wall-system to the
existing building. The existing façade and the
3D-concrete-printed wall are isolated from the
inside of the walls.

Facade I with String-Panel-Wall 1:100.

Facade II with String-Panel-Wall 1:100.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

3D impression of the wall & indication of the
horizontal and vertical details of the connection of
the panel wall to the existing wall 1:10.
1. Steel Profile/2. Wooden Block/3. Multilex/4.
Stucco/5. Stucco/6. Plasterboard/7. Damp proof
1.
2.

foil/8. Insulation/9. Multiplex/10. Water proof foil/11.
Rubber Joint/12. Steel Rods./13. 3DCP-Panel.
1. Steel Profile/2. Blackened Steel covering Plate.
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Opposite Concept
The second use of the technique of
3D-concrete-printing in an architectural design,
follows the concept of a monolith structure. This
to continue the recognized line of pureness of
materiality in the designs of Horta, van de Velde
and Beel. To give this concept as much strength
as possible a design is realized were 3D-printed
concrete is applied as a structural material, but
also a finishing material, interior and exterior.
This design also includes integrated furniture
elements, such as a bed and a chair.

Reduce the amount of Joints and create a monolith
structure.

Concept of the 3DCP hotel rooms connected to the
Wall.

Concept of the monolith design.

The monolith volumes are used as three hotel
rooms, which are connected to the main
concrete wall, which characterizes the plan.
The rooms are slightly elevated to give this
principle of joined volumes to a main wall, more
strength. On the other hand the hotel rooms
are elevated to give the residents more privacy.
As the rooms follow the concept of a cocoon,
connected to a structure, the geometry of the
rooms is also inspired by this natural feature.
The volumes are surrounded by the existing
trees in the plot.

Hotel rooms are slid on a steel structure which is
connected to the main Wall.

Two parts which are printed individually.

Organic Curved geometry of the Hotel rooms.

Elements are printed and afterwards rotated 90
degrees.
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In order to realize the curved geometry, the
volume is printed in a rotated orientation.
All the different sections of the design decrease
in material use, therefore the printed layers
function as print-bed for the following layers.
Nevertheless the weight of the roof is expected
the be too heavy to be supported by the walls
during the rotation of the volume. Because of
this, the roof is printed as an individual element.
In between the two elements a relatively soft
and flexible material is applied, which functions
as a joint. The longitudinal appearance of the
two symmetrical joints, characterize the interior
space in a subtle way.
This division of top and bottom is also applied
in the front-façade of the volume. As the
front façade partly cantilevers from the final
printed layer, a secondary supported material
is introduced during the printing process. This
method is also used for printing the windowopenings in the side-walls.

Schematic principle of the front facade.
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Principle of the first four toolpaths to realize the

Principle of the two directions of print-paths to

decreasing geometry.

realize the geometry of the front facade.

The room-volume has five different tool-paths,
three different sections for the head of the
bed, the main part of the bed, the sections
with window openings and the tool-path
of the front-façade. For the printing of the
front-façade two tool-path patterns are used
to completely fill the element and to be able to
realize a sloped surface on three sides of the
element.
For the infill of the different sections, the socalled bottle-pattern is used. This pattern is
applied for structural reasons, as the amount
of touching surface between the tool-paths is
maximized. Another profit of this pattern are
the resulting openings, which can be used for
different functions: insulation, a heating system,
the load-bearing steel structure to connect
the volume to the main wall. This structure
consists of six stressed steel profiles which
are connected to two walls, the structural wall
of the wall-façade, and a structural interior
separation-wall. Because the profiles are also
connected to this interior wall, they become
part of the space.

Toolpath 1: Bed and two Windows.

Toolpath 3: Bed and one Window.

Toolpath 2: Closed section with Bed.

Toolpath 4: Closed section with Chair.

Bottle-pattern for the infill of the sections.
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For the windows a combination of techniques is
used. During the printing process a small rabbet
is realized by the print-path. In three different
layers a steel threaded rod is implemented at a
specific location. Afterwards when the concrete
is hardened and the volume is rotated, steel
L-profiles are connected to these rods. The
space between the rough printed edges, and
the smooth steel profile is filled with a silicone
sealant. The sides of the window opening are
covered with a prefabricated concrete panel,
with a similar steel profile poured in. For the
glazing of the windows, curved structural glass
is used, and connected to the steel profiles with
the use of silicon-glue.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vertical Detail of the window of the Hotel room 1:10
1. 3DP element/2. Insulation/3. Silicone sealant/4.
3D impression of the window Detail.
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Steel profile/5. Silicone glue/6. Glass

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Combination of Concepts
The two applications represent two different
concepts of 3D-concrete printing, one based
on a panels-system, the other on a monolith
structure. However a combination of the two
concept is also introduced. The two concrete
walls not only are the entrance of the block,
and the ending of the boulevard, they also
present the possibilities of 3D-concreteprinting. Therefore elements from the printed
hotel rooms are implemented in wall system.
The bottom panels of the walls have furniture
elements similar to the once of the hotel room.
During the printing façade nuts for the threaded
steel rods are inserted in between the layers on
a specific location. These panels function as a
base layer for the panels to be attached to. The
bottom elements are filled with a similar pattern
as the section of the hotel rooms and are
printed in the same rotated direction. The first
layer of the printing-path is completely closed,
as these faces are the edges of the block.

3D impression of the Stringer-Panel-Wall and the

Detail of the connection of the 3DCP plinth and the

furnitture plinth.

stringer-panel-wall. 1:10

Two toolpaths of the plinth.
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Chair-part of the Hotel-facade.
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Part VII

In Detail

Restaurant
The master plan contains four main buildings
which are worked out on a more detailed level.
The first building is the restaurant, which is
located in the center of the plot. The brickwork
ruin functions as central element in this part
of the design. As mentioned before, half of
the ruin will be covered with a volume. This to
conserve one half of the ruin, and to maintain
the character of the ruin in the exterior space.
To make the contrast between outside and
inside as subtle as possible, and to maintain
the character of the ruin as much as possible, a
transparent volume is introduced, similar as a
relic in a showcase.
In order to make this concept as clear as
possible the transparent volume is slightly
higher than the ruin. Therefore the ruin and the
volume are read as two separated elements,
rather than one merged building. As described
before, the main concept in the plot is the wallvolume which crosses the plot, with multiple
elements attached. This concept also occurs for
the restaurant building. At the spot where the
glass-volume and the brickwork ruin intersect,
the ruin wall is split. Besides that several other
openings are created in the brickwork wall, for
the intersection with structural elements and to
pass the element from one side to the other.
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Glass box partly covering the ruin. The ruin has

Orientation of the Wall in the block, related to the

varying openings and is splitted.

Ruin.

The new wall-volume is orientated parallel to
the ruin wall. This line is slightly rotated towards
the entrance of the block. This for the three
following reasons:
(1) to reduce the amount of building volume
which needs to be demolished.
(2) to increase the amount of usable floor space
of the existing houses.
(3) to keep the dimension of the entrance of
the building volume to a certain maximum, and
certain minimum. Nevertheless because the
rotation is very limited, this is not perceptible
from a street-view The line parallel to the ruin
wall is continued to the other side of the block,
following the original property boundary.

Scheme of the Main concrete structure: Two walls,
Steel structure with 3 profiles: K140, IPE330, K80.

two colomns & two beams carrying the floor.

Structure
The structure of the restaurant is based on
two principles. The first principle is the aim
to make the structure as light as possible, to
give the concept of the glass showcase more
strength. The second principle is that the
structural floor is disconnected from the other
elements. Not only to make a clear difference
between the ruin and the floor, but also to make
the transparent volume more independent.
Therefore the floor is carried by two columns
and beams which are disconnected from the
ruin.

Main concrete structure and sub-steel structure,
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These beams are carried by two structural
walls which are orientated perpendicular to the
main wall. These walls function as a boundary
between the different zones in the plot, such
as the existing residential-gardens, the mainsquare and the area on the backside of the ruin.
These perpendicular walls are slightly separated
from the main wall to accentuated the essence
of the different elements. Because there are
small distances between the floor, the ruin and
the transparent volume, zenithal light plays a
notable role in the building.

Schematic section of the restaurant-bar with the
Details of the seperation of the main structure and
the ruin and the facade. 1:20
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ruin, the main structure the glass box and the
Zenithal light.
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Section of the Restaurant Volume 1:100
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The transparent volume not only hosts a
restaurant but also functions as the entrance
to the hotel. This hotel is slightly elevated in
order to create a boundary between the hotel
rooms and the passing boulevard. Besides that,
by lifting the hotel volumes, the concept of
attached volumes to a wall is stronger.

3D scheme of the routing in the Restaurant and the
Hotel.
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Because of this “split-level” the restaurant
counts four floor-levels. (-1) The basement
which hosts the toilets and a storage space.
(0) The ground-floor with the kitchen, a bar,
a staircase to the hotel-level and a staircase
to the basement. (0.5) The split-level with the
entrance of the hotel. (1) The first floor with the
dining area.

Front Facade with entrance of the Restaurant.
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3D impression of the entrance Facade of the
Restaurant.
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3D impression of the Restaurant Entrance & 3D
impression of the staircase from the split-level to the
first floor parallel to the main wall and the ruin (on
the next page).
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Hotel
The hotel building follows the simplistic
principle of a main wall with three 3D-concreteprinting hotel-rooms attached. The main wall
hosts two types of corridors, one public corridor
for the residents and one private corridor for
each individual room. This private corridor leads
to the printed rooms and to the bathrooms
downstairs. The corridors have roof lights and
a small window-strip over the entire length for
direct daylight.

3D section of the Hotel-room and the two corridors.

Two types of corridors inside the wall-structure.
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As the concept of the rooms is to realize a
monolith structure with all furniture included,
all the other facilities are hosted in wall-volume.
Such as a closet and the bathroom. With the
use of a “smart-staircase”, which takes half the
length of a regular staircase to save space, the
downstairs bathroom is accessible. To foresee
the bathroom with direct-daylight, a large floorwindow is implemented in the private-corridor.
The 3D-printed volumes have varying windowopenings for direct sight on the Heilige-Kerstchurch and the passing boulevard and to
experience the surrounding trees. The height of
the positioning of the front-façade window is
based on the eye-height of the passing people.
To make sure people cannot directly stare into
the rooms, the window is slightly elevated. The
side-windows are orientated in such a way, that
they are not directly in front of each other.

3D section of the down-stairs bathroom.

X
Y

Smart-staircase Y=220 X=170
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Orientation of the Windows.
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Section of the Hotel-room 1:100.
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Section Restaurant and hotel-rooms 1:100.
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Section Restaurant and hotel corridor 1:100.
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3D impression of the Hotel rooms.
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3D impression of the hotel corridor.
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Houses
The third building volume which is developed
are the houses and café on the Nieuwlandstreet. For the development of these volumes
two principles were taken into account:
(1) the main-wall characterizes one part of the
building volume.
(2) the existing facades on the Nieuwland-street
are maintained.
Because new functions are introduced into the
existing buildings, the organization of spaces is
changed. Not only the new space for the café,
but also the private-house with atelier requires
a new organization. In order to do this, three
existing houses are connected on different
levels. Resulting from this intervention the
routing through the existing houses has become
an important element.
Routing of the Private House & Atelier (entrance
right) and the other new house (entrance left).

II

III

I

New organization of spaces in the existing houses.
I= Café/II=Private House & Atlier/III=House
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The entrance of the café is on the new square
on the inside of the block. As this area needs
to be lively and is connected to the boulevard.
Inside the main wall a large concrete pivot
door is created. When the café is closed the
door is hidden, however when the café is open
it creates a notable entrance. The entrances
of the private house & atelier and the second
residential house are on the Nieuwland-street
using the original doors. The second residential
house includes a combination of the ground,
and first-floor of two original houses. On the
first floor a new balcony is created, realized
in a secondary material. This balcony follows
the main principle of attached volumes to the
concrete wall.

Concrete pivot-door open and closed.
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Concrete wall with two different heights and the
attached balcony.

The private house & atelier is entered with a
staircase with a platform of the original floor on
level leading to a new first floor. The new floor
is created to realize a high space for the café on
the ground floor, and to realize a high space for
the atelier at the new first floor. On this level a
roof terrace is accessible via the atelier.
The new floor on a higher level in combination
with the existing windows creates a unique
effects in the atelier space. This because the
original windows are at the same height as the
new floor. Therefore the street is perceived
from a irregular view. To give this concept
more strength, the floor-boundary is offsetted
. The resulting open is covered with a glass
transparent element on the top, and an opaque
element on the bottom.

Original window, the new floor and the two types of
coverings on both sides.

New floor and the orginal floor-line indicated.
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From the first floor a staircase runs to
the original second floor. At this level the
separation-walls are crossed to the living
and dining room with kitchen. The staircase
continues to the original third floor and again
the separation walls are crossed to enter the
bed and bathroom. Also on this level a second
roof terrace is accessible.
The wall which runs through the plot has a
continuous height of 5m through the plan.
Nevertheless this height is increased to 12m
at the spot where it crosses the residential
houses. This increase of height is implemented
to equalize the facades, as the original facades
were slightly angled relative to the wall. Besides
that the wall also crosses the existing roofs, and
an opening is cut into these roofs. The opening
between the wall and roof edge is closed with a
roof light. Because the orientation of the ridge
differs from the orientation of the wall, a unique
shape of the opening is created. This cutting of
the wall through the roof is also experienced
from the inside of the spaces.

Orientation of the wall, the ridge and the new cut in
the existing roof.
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3D impression of the bed room with the unique roof
cut and the roof-light.
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Café
To also follow the main principles for the design
of the café certain elements are developed. The
most notable element is the attached volume
to concrete wall. This volume is an elevated
glass box which can be used as platform for
visitors of the café. This element has two
functions: passing people on the boulevard and
square experience the café from the outside.
The visitors of the café sitting on the platform
experience the square from the inside.
The existing garage-door in the façade on the
Nieuwland-street is maintained, and covered
from the inside with a glass curtain-wall. When
the café is open, the garage-door is opened and
vice versa.

3D section of the Café when the garage-door is
opened.

Concept of the Glass box attached to the Wall.
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The structure of the glass box is based on four
steel rectangular profiles which are connected
to the concrete structural wall, as they are
casted in the concrete. In between these steel
profiles wooden secondary beams are placed,
which are connected by angled brackets which
are welded to the steel profiles. The roof part
of the box is covered with hard-insulation and
covered with a water-proof layer. The floor part
of the box is covered by a insulated woodenframework on the outside of the box. Because
the main concept is the clear difference
between the concrete wall and the attached

volumes, a different material is used to cover
the interior and exterior ceilings, and inside of
the floor. For these coverings, blackened steel
plates are used. Similar profiled plates are used
for the top and bottom part of the facades of
the glass box. Because these plates are profiled
in a specific way, they function as a window
frame. With the use silicon-glue the structuralglazing is connected to the profiles. To carry
the weight of the glass, the bottom-part is
strengthened with a steel profile.

8.
9.
10.
11.

4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

12.
13.
14.
15.

1. Interior concrete wall/2.Hard-insulation/3.Exterior
concrete wall/4. Bitumen roof covering/5. Hardinsulation/6. Structure: Steel profiles with wooden
beams/7. Blackened steel ceiling covering/8. Glass/9.
Silicone glue/10. Steel profile/11. Steel bracket/12.
Blackened steel floor covering/13. Structure: Steel
profiles with wooden beams/14. Insulated wooden
framework/15.
Blackened façade
8.
12. steel covering.
9.
10.
11.

13.
14.
15.
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Section of the café on the ground-floor and Atelier at
the first-floor.
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3D impression of the Café and the glass box.
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Shops & Houses
The third volume which is developed is the
extensions of two existing houses on the
Karel Miry-street. The ground floor on the
existing houses and the new volume host two
small shops. In this volume two large window
openings are created. Besides the extension
on the ground floor the corner house is also
extended on the first and second floor. This to
equalize the façade with the neighboring house,
to give make the geometry more simplistic and
make the two façade unified. The shops have
their entrances on the square on the interior
of the block. The entrances of the houses are
the original doors on the Karel Miry street.
With a staircase the residents are entered, and
continue on the second and third floor. The
extended volume has roof terraces on the first
floor, which are accessible via the living areas.
New Routings of the two upstairs houses.

The volumes which are added to the existing houses.
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3D impression of the shops and the main square.
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Facades
The facades of the interior of the block are
designed based on several basic design
rules and characterizing elements. The most
dominant element is of course the wall
element, which characterizes one continuous
façade of the hotel, the restaurant, the café
and the houses. Attached to this wall there are
transparent volumes and solid volumes. For the
solid volumes varying materials are used to
accentuate the distinction between the wall and
the volume. The transparent volumes have a
unified division which is continued throughout
the entire plot. This division is also applied for
façade panels and roof windows.

Vertical line-work for the division of the facades.
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The horizontal orientation of elements is also
continuously in the plot. Most dominant are two
horizontal lines determined by the height of the
wall and division of the transparent elements.
These line are accentuated with the profiles of
the curtain walls and the shop windows.
Besides the strict vertical and horizontal
orientation in the plan, two types of geometries
are used for the windows and doors of the
residential buildings: squares and rectangles.
The rectangular windows are used for the
bedrooms. In order to make the facades as pure
as possible, the window frames are hidden from
the outside. Therefore the wall seems more
massive in relation to the transparent openings.

Rectangular Windows.

Horizontal line-work for the division of the facades.
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Materialization
The main design concept is the continuation of
characteristics of the designs of Victor Horta,
Henry van de Velde and Stéphane Beel. One
of these parallel characteristic is the purity
of material use. The concept is implemented
by realizing large surfaces and elements in
monolithic material. Five main materials
are used. Because the elements consist of
one material and are combined in a certain
composition, the purity of the material is
strengthened. The following materials are used:

3D-printed-concrete

Blacked steel

This material indicates the entrance of the plot,
as it used for the two side-facades, it functions
as a concrete-printed-gate. On the other side of
the plot, the three 3D-printed hotel rooms play
a notable role for atmosphere. As the objects
contrast with the green context they are placed
in. Besides that the layered, rough texture of
the printed objects contrasts with the smooth
casted concrete surface they are attached to.

Casted Concrete

White plastering

The wall which dominates the plan, and
connects all individual building volumes is
realized in casted concrete. The wall is casted
on both sides in one go, with an insulation
layer in between. Therefore the wall not only
characterizes the exterior space, but it also has
an important role for the quality of the interior
spaces.

The white plastered elements in the plot
function as a plain background for the other
materials. This because of geometrical depth,
but also because of the high-contrast with the
other materials.

The material is used to cover varying volumes
which are to concrete wall. On one hand the
material contrasts with the casted concrete, on
the other the materials have a similar “washed”
textures. The material is also used to cover the
front-façade of the shops. How the concretewall plays a dominant role on one side of the
plot, the blacked-steel façade plays a similar
role on the opposite side. Because the material
turns the corner of the façade is creates the
effect of a monolith thick steel wall. This
material is also used for the exterior and interior
furniture elements.

Brickwork
The second element which determines the
character of the plan is the brickwork ruin.
Not just for the organization of spaces the
element is important, but mainly because of its
material-expression. The brown-red texture
of an old, damaged element contrasts with
the smooth and clean concrete wall. The wall
and its materiality is a central element for the
plan, visible from the outside, and marking the
interior spaces of the restaurant.
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Blackened steel furniture.

For all other facades, the existing materials
are maintained. Also the side facades of the
entrance-buildings, in the slightly outdated
condition they are. Materiality is used to indicate
the difference between existing and new
elements in these transition-facades.
The pavement of the plot is realized in two
different types of concrete tiles. The concrete
boulevard and the square is realized in rough
concrete tiles. The entrances of the public
functions are indicated with pavement in
smooth, high polished tiles. The zone around the
hotel rooms is more natural area, with greenery
and the existing trees. Underneath the hotel
rooms gravel is applied.

The Materials used in the interior of the block.
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Facades with materialization

Side-facades of the Corner-houses of the block. 1:100
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Front-facade of the shops and houses. 1:100
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Wall-facade (scale adjusted to page-dimensions)
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A

B

Floorplan Ground-floor 1:400
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Floorplan Ground-floor Part A 1:200
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Floorplan Ground-floor Part B 1:200
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Floorplan Basements 1:200
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Floorplan First-Floor Part A 1:200
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Floorplan First-floor Part B 1:200
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Floorplan Second-floor 1:200
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Floorplan Third-floor 1:200

Part VIII

Conclusions

Based on the research several conclusions can
be drawn. The main research questions how
the neighborhood Tolhuis Sluizeken Ham can
be developed in a connecting area between
the old city center and the old docks, and how
3D concrete printing can contribute to this
development, are answered by the master plan.
The connection on one level is mainly done
by infrastructural interventions. On a more
deeper level, the neighborhood is transformed
into a connecter, by given it more urban value.
This value is created by the boulevard which
connects the Dampoort station with the
Heilige Kerst church. The boulevard is a unique
element in the city and therefore draws the
attention. Besides that by opening the different
building blocks, there is more connection on
a neighborhood level as well. The technique
of 3D concrete printing is used as a “healing”
instrument, by repairing the damages done by
the boulevard. In this way 3D concrete printing
is not applied in a generic way but is used in a
unique way for each individual situation.
Considering the individual research the
following can be concluded. Belgian architecture
is not the result of one specific “Approach”. It
is more seen an identity which is formed by
a historical context and cultural influences.
Nevertheless within this historical and cultural
context, several characteristics are recognized.
One which is dominant in Belgian architecture is
aspect of individuality.
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Of course the individualistic residential
architecture is partly the result of laws and
regulations, but it reaches deeper than that.
It has also something to do with achieving
independence, quality and originality. These
principles in combination with historical
developments in society and technique, led
to land-marking architecture represented by
the work of architects such as Victor Horta,
Henry van de Velde and Stéphane Beel. Not only
are the works of these architects relevant in
Belgian architecture, on their own, but they are
also related by varying characteristics. Moving
through time these architects continue the work
of each other, by maintaining similar principles.

This because 3D concrete printing is a technique
which can be used for unified design, which
has a structural purpose but also an aesthetical
one. During the research two methods were
tested to reach the ambition of unified design.
One method was based on multiple panels
connected by joints. With the use of this system
unique patterns can be achieved in structural
walls. Besides that the joints become part of
the expression, similar as how Victor Horta
used joints as an ornament. However, as one
of the ambitions of 3D concrete printing is to
accomplish an automated construction industry,
the amount of joints, and therefore the amount
labor on site, needs to be limited.

A design approach for the future can therefore
be seen a following this line continuation.
Besides the rule of continuation, also other rules
need to be followed for the transformation of
the interior building blocks in a neighborhood
such as Tolhuis Sluizeken Ham. The first rule is
to maintain several aspects of the block as they
are. Maintain and cherish the results of history
instead of demolishing or changing them and
integrate them as much as possible into new
design. The second rule is apply an building
element which give direction, and connects
the individual buildings. The third rule is let
materiality play a dominant role in the design.
Not only by the unity they are applied in, but
also the combination. For this final rule, the
technique of 3D concrete printing becomes
important.

The second method of a monolith design
represents the technique in the purest form.
The technique becomes part of the architecture.
A disadvantage of this method is that it is too
particular. A perfect balance between the
two methods is to print elements which can
be connected with a limited amount of joints.
However the elements which are connected
still can vary from dimensions and geometry,
dependent of the context. In this way the
advantage of unique design can be combined
with the advantage of a modular system.

Reflection

The last content of the booklet not only is the
last page, but also chronological the last stage
of the process of making the booklet. Therefore
it is a good moment to reflect on the past year
and the different processes of graduation.
Firstly the process of the studio in general and
the group-work. Secondly the individual process
of the research and the development of the
design.
As mentioned in the preface the first question
which arose when reading the studio
description was: “How are 3D-concrete printing
and the city of Gent related?”. The interesting
thing is that this question was answered
because of my individual research on Belgian
architecture. Namely how the designs of three
important Belgian architects, are all based on
materiality. With the technique of 3D-printing,
the design always starts with the potentials
of the material and the technique. Instead of
a traditional design-approach, 3D-concrete
printing a requires a new type of approach.
learning this approach was a unique aspects
of the graduation studio. Besides that, testing
your designs on a scale 1 to 1 in real life models
was an interesting experience. However during
the first phase of the graduation project, this
aspect was less dominant. During this period
the specific theme of joints was researched.
Therefore the focus was more on the joint,
rather than the potential of the 3D-printing
technique. This was more a technical research
than a creative research.

Nevertheless following a main theme gave
structure to begin phase of the graduation
studio, and it helped to investigate specific
possibilities. Designing, printing and assembling
the furniture piece was a tough and time
consuming period. Nevertheless it directly
showed the limits of the specific technique,
and the “mistakes” of the design, which on a
computer is way easier to assemble than in real
life.
With pleasure I look back at the second phase
of the graduation project. Researching Belgian
history, Belgian culture and Belgian architecture
was very interesting. Reading the literature,
studying the books and analyzing buildings, was
an informative and relaxing activity. However
in the beginning I found it hard to connect the
personal research with the 3DCP-research
on joints. Instead of combining two individual
researches in a design, I rather would have
connected them in an earlier stage of the
process. Therefore the individual researches
would have been more integrated, and more
connected with the design.
The design phase I see as a natural and
structured process: researching the context,
developing a master plan and finally designing
the individual buildings. Developing the master
plan for the specific building block was the
hardest part of the process. This because it
requires insight on different scale levels.

On the other hand, it was in this phase concept
for the design was formed. For the first time in
a design-process a realized how helpful a good
concept can be. Each design decision was based
on the relation with the main concept.
Of all the many tutorings I had, the most helpful
one, were always the ones which reminded
me to stay close to my concept. Besides that
the varying expertise of the different tutors
also really helped. Therefore it was always the
task to follow my own decisions, based on the
different advices, rather than blindly following
a specific suggestion. It was also because of
the tutoring I realized how much reference
projects can help during the design process.
The different tutors always knew particular
reference projects with similar design aspects as
my own project. An aspects which really helped
was the different perspectives of the tutors.
Not only the perspective of an architect on how
spaces will look like, but also the perspective of
an engineer, how technical solutions influence
the design.
It was a very interesting year with a great variety
of themes and activities. A year which would not
have been the same without the people who
helped during this year. Therefore I would like to
thank my colleague-students and my tutors.
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